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 by adambarhan   

The Trappist 

"Belgian Beer Bonanza"

In a cave-like historic space in the heart of Old Oakland, the Trappist

packs 'em in. There are 15 imported or specialty beers on draft at any

given time, and more than 100 more in the bottle -- and this place has

proper glassware for most. All members of the staff have commanding

knowledge of the world of beer. They'll elucidate the trappings of the

Trappist tradition, and they'll turn you on to the most creative local up-and-

comers -- all in this humble, crowded little speakeasy. If you get hungry,

they always have a choice of excellent cheese plates (hard or soft) and

other snacks on offer.

 +1 510 238 8900  www.thetrappist.com/  460 8th Street, Oakland CA

 by stevendepolo   

Lost and Found 

"Creative Pub Fare"

Lost and Found is an amiable spot in Oakland's busy Uptown

neighborhood offering a fine selection of craft beers and savory bites. The

beer garden incorporates a sprawling patio, which is an idyllic joint to gulp

down those chilled brews. Guzzlers are impressed with more than 20 on-

tap beers, while it also offers an exciting changing menu of globally-

inspired light grub. The large outdoor space has plenty to do, including

sets for playing cornhole and ping pong tables.

 +1 510 763 2040  www.lostandfound510.co

m/

 Office@Lostandfound510.c

om

 2040 Telegraph Avenue,

Oakland CA

 by Public Domain   

Beer Revolution 

"The Revolution Will Not Be Televised"

This unique drinking establishment boasts itself to be a "beer tasting

room". Beer Revolution always features somewhere around 20 different

artisan brews on tap, as well as an impressive collection of bottled beer,

which visitors are welcome to drink in the store or buy to bring home.

Beer Rev, as it's known among locals, is also a very popular place on nice

days due to its large outdoor patio. Pull up a stool to the beer-barrel

tables, pop open a cold one, and enjoy the Revolution.

 464 3rd Street, Oakland CA

 by Doug Letterman   

Drake's Dealership 

"Under the Oakland Sky"

Drake's Dealership is a cozy neighborhood restaurant and bar located in

Uptown, Oakland. Set in a large and spacious former warehouse that is

reminiscent of a green-house, this eatery is child-friendly until 9pm.

Exposed brick-walls, lantern-lit trees, small tables and fire pits under an

open sky give this bar the perfect ambiance for an intimate date night.

Enjoy a wide range of cold local craft-beers on tap along with tasty food
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dishes like wood-fired New Haven-style pizzas, fish & chips, Roy's rib

basket or BBQ pork sandwich. The perfect trendy, relaxed and laid-back

ambiance here will make you want to visit and again!

 +1 510 833 6649  drinkdrakes.com/visit/deal

ership/

 dealership@drakesbrewing

.com

 2325 Broadway, Oakland CA
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